I Heard the News Today...

by the kenzerco D-TEAM

one afternoon at the GAMES PIT...
\ still
can’t
believe it.
the OLD
MAN is really
GONE.

it’s the
END of an
ERA, pete.

\ thought
GARY GYGAX
would live
FOREVER.

my gawd -- will you look at this.

you’re SURPRISED?

you wouldn’t be STANDING here...?

it’s amazing -- his death is being
reported AROUND THE WORLD.

\ wouldn’t be
STANDING here
if it weren’t for him.

whadday ya mean...?

new zealand, the U.K.,
germany.. australia...

he pull you out
of a BURNING
BUILDING or
something...?

think about it -- the man created ROLE-PLAYING GAMES.

good point...

for the last THIRTY-FIVE YEARS or so he’s given
us a reason to HANG OUT each week and socialize.

hell, if it hadn’t been for
ROLE-PLAYING games, \ might
have ended up teaching
HISTORY or something.

if he hadn’t
picked up the
DICE, we might
have just
MOVED on.

shudder
the thought.

geeze loueeze -- this here DOCTOR
wrote a piece on GARY about how
he turned his entire LIFE around.

you been online...?
the NET is filled with
STORIES like that.

the man really
TOUCHED a
lot of lives, pete.

got him to actually pick up a
book and READ as a little tyke...

as soon as the NEWS of his death broke, all the
ON-LINE gaming forums were FLOODED with traffic.
THOUSANDS of GAMERS seeking out others.

sharing a story.

yeah, \ know. the
HACK FORUMS
nearly crashed.

posting a simple “THANKS”....

and not just active GAMERS.
strange isn’t it?
a lot of people who haven’t
gamed for YEARS felt the need
to make that PILGRIMAGE online.
people \ haven’t
seen in the community
for YEARS are
posting.

seems everyone who ever
picked up dice and filled out a
CHARACTER SHEET felt the
need to pay TRIBUTE to the man.

with ALL the divisiveness
over new EDITIONS
these past months
and the continual
FRAGMENTATION
of the hobby...

if only for a SHORT TIME
-- one man’s death seems
to have REMINDED
everyone that we’re all part
of the SAME community.

probably asking for
too much but \ really
WISH we could
REMEMBER that.

by the way -- a BUNCH of us are getting
together at HAWG’S this saturday.
we’re gonna TOAST gary and
roll a TWENTY-SIDED salute.

afterwards, PATTY
is gonna run us
through one the first edition
adventures that came in the
original BOXED SET..
if you still have your FIRST
character she’s gonna let
folks run ‘em.

great idea.

HOT DAMN!!
\ still have
THORIN THE
DWARF’S
character sheet
around here
somewhere.

\’m in.

ya know -- one of my GREATEST regrets...

c’mon, brian.

\ NEVER had an opportunity to
play in a game with GARY GYGAX -- \
always thought that would be awesome.

you SURPRISE me.

huh...?

now \’ll NEVER get
that chance.

you PLAY with GARY
every time you
pick up the dice.

haven’t you
figured it out...?

figured out what?

good point, pete.

THANKS FOR ALL
THE MEMORIES,
GARY. REST IN
PEACE.
FROM YOUR
FRIENDS AT
KENZER AND
COMPANY

